
Twenty seventh Sunday in Ordinary Time  

A lady answered the door to find a man standing there.  He had a sad expression on his 

face.  “I’m sorry to disturb you” he said, “I’m collecting money for an unfortunate family 

in the neighborhood.  The husband is out of work, the kids are hungry, and their utilities 

will soon be cut off.  Worse yet, they’re going to be kicked out of their apartment if they 

don’t pay the rent by this afternoon.” “I’ll be happy to help,” said the woman.  Then she 

asked, “But who are you?”  He replied, “I’m the landlord!” 

Dear Friends, 

The world we live has a very mixed reality. On the one hand, the world is full of goodness, 

generosity, sincerity, creativity, imagination, and ingenuity. Daily we see real advancement 

in moral sensitivity, knowledge, art, and technology. On the other hand, it is also full of 

infidelity, sin, injustice, greed, individualism, and many other rampant forces that 

constitute a virtual conspiracy against the poor, the family, sexual integrity, and 

compassion. It is a world within which progress itself often comes at the expense of the 

poor and progress itself causes us to be blind to those who fall through its cracks. 

From the beginning of the world, god made covenant with people. He started making the 

covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The list continues up to John the Baptist in the 

new Testament. lot of them were the messengers of God at different times. God made 

covenant with people through them. but people broke the covenant periodically. It is 

called breach of covenant. Then he had to send his only son to redeem the world. But 

they killed him. Why God did all this to the people? The only answer we have is “LOVE”. 

Todays’ readings invite us to fulfill the expectations of God and the moral responsibility 

of us. God has done all the preparations as we read in the first reading from the book of 

Isaiah. When everything was done perfect, how come there was no fruit.?  

In the Gospel reading, Jesus continues to talk to the chief priests and elders about their 

misbehavior and killing the son of Man. In the scripture, Jesus includes himself with poor 

and outcaste, marginalized.  

This parable teaches some lessons.  

1) Before God entrusts a responsibility to you, He makes provision for all that you will 

need in carrying out the responsibility. So, Be responsible.  

2) God does not stand looking over our shoulders, rather watches us to make sure 

we do the right thing. God leaves the job to us and He trusts that we will do the 

right thing. 



3) God sends messenger after messenger to provide another chance for us to put an 

end to all the bad things in life and do the right thing.  

One thing we are missing in our whole life. We have the moral responsibility of producing 

good fruits. How can we produce good fruits? 

The second reading gives us what we need to do.  whatever is true, whatever is honorable, 

whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is gracious, if there is any 

excellence and if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things.  

What do we learn from the things that go around the world, especially here in our country, 

all over the world? We are divided in so many things. I may not be able to enumerate 

everything today. But think about. Basically it is about loving and respecting the other and 

bringing unity among us.   

May God give us wisdom to understand all of this and produce good fruit.  

 

 

 


